
Tolerance 



is...


further 
training

competitiveness

culinary open

time / persons

positive environment / 

feel-good space

    Respect 

 

        is...


Safety



       is...

Transparency



is...

Innovation



is...

Sustainability



is...

the journey is the 
goal

Unique selling point

give the necessary space

market knowledge
 exciting

try out and "out of the box"

kitchen remodelling

Fucking Change

visions


exchange, evaluation + talk about it


colourful

self-sufficient working


enrichment

the courage to make mistakes

one step ahead


challenges


necessity


development

being a pioneer

setting trends



simplification

openness + being open to new 
things

transformation


solution 
orientated


just do it 



economic efficiency



state-of-the-art technology


self confidence

future viability

respectful handling of resources


sexy

curiosity


expertise / 

basic knowledge



courage

passion


willingness to experiment


cut off old habits


save money
Pull factores

survivability


feedback



transparent prices / no 
hidden costs



handouts for service employees



insight into the work of 
others / cross-training


employees visible /
Website

transparent wages



One Pager

good signposting at events

mandatory information according 
law / we fulfil

External audits

Marc reports: Advisory board 
meeting, MA meeting, 

Forecast / BWA




everyone looks through the 
same glasses



processes are clearly communicated

kitchen party



sniping disco



honesty



clarity

reports on events /website

trust

actuality


calculator



house tours

change of perspective

fact-based 
communication

organisation chart




talk to each other

Reliability



is...

kitchen party



time

punctuality

low fluctuation


hope for 
trust


honour + dignity

openness


engage with each other



integrity

reliable 
employer

Team


Necessity

Professionality



is...


basic trust in the 
team



expertise


Walk & Talk


Quality awareness

DZ BANK / “mother”

Pot-Check



Location + Appearance

inwards: 

People on the website 

 



to the outside world: 

Certifications  



Location


mutual 
familiarisation



Figures / 
Data / 
Facts

empathy


mobile work


reliability

open + honest 
communication


communication

discretion



seamless communication


perfect preparation



nothing works 
without trust


trust is good - control is better



interplay / relationship 
inside / outside


commitment 
creates trust



independent work
self-discipline




everyone pulls 
together


guided tours / 
rehearsal dinner


confident demeanour

dealing with each other



stability


technically 
up to date


objective enthusiasm


prudence



Mutual support

Perfection



On the pulse of time / trends

structur

Automated


Onboarding


Embracing individuality


Seniority / Experience


Admitting mistakes

Adaptation

self control

Swiftness


Accept 
feedback

at eye level 

Expertise

Communication

Profi

Behavior / 
Etiquette







flexibility

Development


Education

Passion


Ask 
questions

Appeal

Serenity

Specialist staff

Self reflectionKnowledge transfer

Individual - tailored to 
the customer

100%

stand by his word

special 
knowledge /

Know How

overlapping
Processes

Qualification / 
further 
training
 Separation work + private

set goals


Reliability

Comply with rules

Teamwork



ist...

forward-looking

Equipment

Team Events  



Physical proximity 

TEAM is above ego 


Sense of responsibility 


Joint social commitment 


Mutual 
understanding 

+ trust



Responsibility with regard to 
representations




WOW Cards


Tinder-Lunch 



Anti-stress training

Seminars etc.

Mutual support 
+ catching up


Helpfulness 


Knowledge transfer through 
meetings, newsletters, cross-
training, further training


Flexibility of the teams with 
regard to interdisciplinary teams
Interdepartmental 

cooperation + 
familiarization


Solidarity

Conflict skills - 
objective + 
constructive




Admitting 
mistakes / 
Reflection







Open-Door Concept



family relationship




Loyalty


Mediators




opinions

Feedback

 



Language difficulties

 


Patience, taking a step back

 


Accept decisions

 

Self-discipline makes 
tolerance possible

 


Learning process (e.g. new MA) / 
ignorance



 


Diversity (age, culture, gender, 
personality, religion...)




 


Where is the limit?

 



 



Where is the consequence?

 



 



not want to bend 
someone

 



 



every job / every activity

 



 



Willingness to compromise

 



 


Accepting other lifestyles / life 
models / mistakes

Trust in other 
employees 

Object security

Further education and training


Employment after training

Guest safety

Progress + Innovation

Trust in the 
management

DZ BANK

Product safety

Flexible working hours, 
e.g. child / illness

Laws, including 
data protection / 
Safty First

 

Understanding + consideration 
for / towards employees

Secure workplace

Salary payments

Responsibility for the future / Earth / 
preservation of habitats / no waste

Responsibility for the future / Earth / 
preservation of habitats / no waste

Certification

Avoiding overconsumption / 
science of action

Waste separation GIG / deposit 
systems (Recup etc.)

Implementation => full-time

Promise of values

Regionality / seasonality / 
clear product selection

Skepticism towards 
what is cheap

Holding suppliers 
accountable / criteria catalog

No nonsense /

take seriously

Reduction leads to balance

Sustainable food products => communication

Respect for the environment / comprehensive 
use of resources / no exceeding of fundamental 
limits

Employee identification 
(benefits / training programs / 

work hour models)

Criticism / open goals => redefine new goals (ongoing)

Raising awareness: Value of vegan 
and vegetarian diets

Support for ecological 
agriculture

Giving more value to 
sustainability / it's not 
just a trend

Understanding of 
different dietary needs

Integration of innovations

Path - goal - guarantee of 
success

remain in the market

being a Role 
model

Give and take

Taking a step back

Respecting the 
boundaries of othersMaintaining respect even under 

stress

Respectful handling 
of food

respectful language
Politeness

Body language

keeping 
promises

Preparation (meeting / 
workplace)

Taking action

Sense of responsibility for one's own tasks

Consideration + leniency

Diligence

Respect fosters positive energy => 
Mediators become unemployed

Courage Greetings + Co.

Mindfulness

Empathy

Patience

Utilizing the experience of others

Setting an 
example / being 
a role model

Honesty



is...

Recognition 



is...

Talent development / 
further education

Personal greeting / hug

Workplace equipment / service suits

Holiday regulations (length of service / age)

Volunteering

Opportunity to experiment

Onboarding => Training plan / folder / photos etc.
Being able to live out passion 

(e.g., Svenne's sausages)

Individual development 
is encouraged and 

supported.

Salary increase / punctual 
salary / inflation adjustment / 

13th month salary

Team events such as: summer party, 
team convention, #hütte23, dart, Tinder 

lunch

Saying thank you / giving compliments

Sharing positive customer feedback / sending thank-you emails

MA- Meetings

Personal approach by Marc / walking 
talks / open-door policy

Everyone is of equal value.

I am allowed to be who I am.

Small gestures of appreciation 
(rosé wine / chocolate)

Acknowledging the work / achievement of others

Celebrating successes
Knowing the personal story / 

history of others

Praise + constructive 
criticism / mutual praise

empathy

Benefits (JobRad, BVG-
Ticket, Urlan Sports)

35 hour workweek


No praise = no 
recognition

Solution-oriented = action


Life work time account / 
Sabbatical

Expand the team

Admit mistakes

self reflection / self love

Sensitive directness without fuss

Openness (fair play / honorable)

you stand by what you say

Clear communication on equal footing
Creating space for honesty (e.g., feedback box)

Foundation for everything: 
family, colleagues, customers, 

service providers

No lies – express and 
accept direct opinions

Honesty towards customers 

= Credibility

Respectful interaction with one another

Empathy promotes trust + courage
honesty lasts the longest

no green washing

Don't "sugarcoat" failure

honest Feedback

Courage to be honest

We are AXICA

We offer space for social development. 

We make important movements possible.


